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	MediaWiki is the free, open-source wiki engine software that powers Wikipedia and many of the other popular wikis across the Web. Written in PHP, it possesses many features that make it the engine of choice for large collaborative wikis: flexible markup, comprehensive user management, multimedia handling, and more. Whether you are creating a public wiki for open contributions, a private wiki for collaborating within your work team or group of friends, or even a wiki for personal use, this book will provide you with all the essential steps you require to achieve this.


	This book covers how to administer users, back up and restore content safely, migrate your installation to another server or database, and even make hacks to the code. From the installation process to customizing the pages, you will learn what it takes to run a well designed, secure MediaWiki site.


	Throughout the course of this book, you will see the many different ways that MediaWiki can be used on the Web. This book covers the open source MediaWiki wiki engine from installation and getting started through structuring your collaborative web site, advanced formatting, images, and multimedia to migrating your installation and creating new MediWiki templates. While you will be introduced to the many uses of a wiki, you will also be taken through step-by-step exercises that will help you master the many administrative tasks associated with running and securing your wiki. You will learn how to prevent unauthorized edits being made to content, how to prevent spam, how to back up and restore your wiki, how to configure its look and functionality to suit your needs, and much more.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Install MediaWiki on your server and get started quickly
	
		Create new MediaWiki templates and configure MediaWiki to suit your personal taste
	
		Secure your wiki against malicious users
	
		Integrate multimedia files into your wiki
	
		Add extensions to expand the functionality of your wiki
	
		Get your MediaWiki site up and running quickly even if you're not sure how wikis work
	
		Maintain your wiki through backups and other tasks
	
		Manage users and protect pages from vandalism
	
		Dig into the files that run your MediaWiki site
	
		Learn how to use MediaWiki for collaborationa
	
		Understand what being a good MediaWiki administrator entails
	
		Integrate your wiki with other collaboration software



	Approach


	This book was written with the beginner in mind. It walks you through step-by-step exercises and makes use of illustrations to show exactly what is going on in each. You will be taken through exercises that not only help you to build a solid, secure wiki, but provide a foundation on which you can build and challenge yourself to learn even more. Throughout the book, you will follow along as a wiki dedicated to free/open source software built from the ground up.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a Web Designer, IT Administrator or Executive, or a Programmer and wish to gain a solid foundation in the MediaWiki software application, then this book is for you.
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Swift 4 for Absolute Beginners: Develop Apps for iOSApress, 2017

	
		Stay motivated and overcome obstacles while learning to use Swift Playgrounds to be a great iOS developer. This book is perfect for those with no programming background, those with some programming experience but no object-oriented experience, or those that have a great idea for an app but haven’t programmed since school, and...
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Polymeric Hydrogels as Smart Biomaterials (Springer Series on Polymer and Composite Materials)Springer, 2015

	This book is concerned with polymeric hydrogels, which are considered as one of the most promising types of new polymer-based materials. Each chapter in this book describes a selected class of polymeric hydrogels, such as superabsorbent hybrid nanohydrogels, conducting polymer hydrogels, polysaccharide-based or protein-based hydrogels, or...
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Green Planet: How Plants Keep the Earth AliveRutgers University Press, 2009

	Plants are not just a pretty part of the landscape; they keep the entire planet, with all of its human and nonhuman inhabitants, alive. Stanley Rice documents the many ways in which plants do this by making oxygen, regulating the greenhouse effect, controlling floods, and producing all the food in the world. Plants also create natural...
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Robotic Radiosurgery. Treating Tumors that Move with RespirationSpringer, 2007

	Harold C. Urschel, Jr. (Editor-in-Chief) John J. Kresl · James D. Luketich Lech Papiez ·Robert D. Timmerman (Co-Editors) Raymond A. Schulz (Contributing Editor) Treating Tumors that Move with Respiration With Contributions by Numerous Experts Foreword by E. Thomson With 116 Figures in 168 Separate Illustrations, 120 in Color and...
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Outsmarting Google: SEO Secrets to Winning New Business (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	If you own any other books on search engine optimization, throw them out. They
	belong to the mass of misinformation that has been swimming around for years,
	keeping people from making their websites truly appealing to search engines. And
	no surprise, Google loves it.


	What I am about to share with you are the real, gritty,...
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Absolute FreeBSD: The Complete Guide to FreeBSD, 2nd EditionNo Starch Press, 2007
FreeBSD—the powerful, flexible, and free Unix-like operating system—is the preferred server for many enterprises. But it can be even trickier to use than either Unix or Linux, and harder still to master.
Absolute FreeBSD, 2nd Edition is your complete guide to FreeBSD, written by FreeBSD committer Michael W. Lucas. Lucas...
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